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Caring                 
Cupid              
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Flowers     
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"I Will Stick To Kindness By..." Template
Hearts Template
Tissue Paper
Contact Paper
Pen

Kit Materials Included for Craft:

Scissors  
Materials Not Included in Kit:

Using the pen, write how you will stick to kindness on
the hearts! Then using scissors cut out the hearts
and set them aside.
Here are some examples:

- Being nice to others
- Complimenting others
- Sharing my toys

Happy Valentine's Day STK Heart Outline
Glitter 
Glue  

Kit Materials Included for Craft:

Stick To Kindness Glitter Art

Sprinkle the glitter onto the glue! And shake off
the extra glitter.

We want to see your creation! 
Snap a photo with your creation and share it with us by
tagging us on Facebook and Instagram! 
Or email photos to lvo@dmyfs.org to be featured

Kindness Collage Frame

On the "I will Stick to Kindness By... Template" cut
along the dotted lines. After you should have a
frame with a rectangle "window".

Remove the backing to the contact paper and stick it
to the back of the template. Make sure the sticky
side covers the whole "window" 

Cut out different shapes out of the tissue paper and
fill the rest of the "window".

Scissors  
Materials Not Included in Kit:

Using a pair of scissors make a small cut
in one of the corner's of the glue bag.

Gently squeeze the bag so glue comes out
and pipe some glue onto the outline.

Instructions

Wait for your creation to dry!

You can create different patterns! Here are some ideas!

Instructions

Stick hearts on the sticky side of 
the "window". 

We want to see your creation! 
Snap a photo with your creation and share it with us by
tagging us on Facebook and Instagram! 
Or email photos to lvo@dmyfs.org to be featured


